




























($000) 

Tampa Palms Signature Projects (BB 
Downs) 

Consulting Services 

Irrigation 

Main Entry Restorations 

Area 2 Pond 

Bruce B Downs Improvements 

Capital Projects 2020-21 

Budget Monitor 

Current 
Projects 

10 

20 

163 

239 

Sub-Total TP Signature Projects $436 

Capital Projects 
Consulting Services 

Irrigation Systems 

Parks & Cameras 

Landscape & LiQhting 

Signs, Infrastructure & Lighting 

Sub-Total Capital Projects $0 

Total TP Signature & Standard Capital Projects

Financial Reports Page 11 of 13 

30-Sep-21

Spent Pending 
2020-21 Commitments 

10 -

0 

28 

2 

65 

$106 $0 

9 

44 

42 

53 

148 $0 

$254 $0 

Capital Budget Monitor 
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Regular Meeting 
October 13, 2021 

♦ Around the Neighborhoods

2 Ms. Wilson reviewed the general conditions of the

3 community including the favorable grade on the recent OLM 

4 inspections (90%), stating in part that labor and product 

5 

6 

shortages continue make keeping the appearances up 

difficult. ABM is both focusing on the routine and catching 

7 up on projects that will add sparkle. 

8 

9 Ms. Wilson reviewed the entry appearance and noted 

10 that both the Fall annuals and the Fall mums had arrived and 

11 were in place. She noted that there are concerns about the 

12 continued high mid-day heat does not serve the typically Fall 

13 plants but the entry trees are helping 

14 Ms. Wilson reviewed areas of special consideration 

15 with the upcoming holiday season including the 54 City-

16 owned cul de sacs (5 very large and 49 tiny "lollipop size") 

17 She also reviewed landtracts along Tampa Palms Blvd that 

18 make major contributions to the ambiance of the community 

19 and require ongoing special attention. 

20 

21 Ms. Wilson reviewed a project conceived in 2020 to 

22 replace oak trees removed from Yardley Way by power 

23 companies to secure the lines. The project includes planting 

24 thick rows of bottlebrush trees that will halp block the 

25 sounds from the I 75 from rolling down the power corridor 

26 into the villages from Tremon & the Enclave to Stonington 

27 and Wyndham. 
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28 Ms. Wilson also pointed out to highlight the staffing difficulties, the fact that on the 

29 tractor and actually planting the trees was Joe Laird, ABM. She joked that Joe advised her that 

30 next week she will be trained in a stick edger. Quite seriously, she remarked that the struggles 

31 to hire and retain trained staff continues for ABM and even the TPOA for park attendants. 
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Depending on the weather, the plan is to remove the mums the week 
after Thanksgiving and plant the poinsettias the first week of 
December. (Pictured to the right are the poinsettias from a prior year.) 

Hopefully by that time more seasonable temperatures will prevail 
(four days this week had temperatures in Tampa Palms in the mid 80's 
even with brisk mornings). 

Pond Performance 

As previously detailed, from the standpoint of stormwater management, the ponds performed well all 
summer to accomplish that for which they were designed, eg to store and "strain" water of pollutants and 
release the water into the wetlands for the journey to the river. 

With the first blush of cold ( chilly) weather, the center portion of the pond in the Reserve experienced a 
temperature inversion, also sometimes known as "Fall turns" which "inverts" the water and results in a 
diminished availability of 02 rich water which in turn causes a fish-kill. 

The fish kill over last weekend was very unpleasant, and reported almost immediately by residents. Initially 
the residents thought that some poison had been introduced by either the pond maintenance company or 
possibly illegal dumping. 

In some ways the pond company - doing what they are paid to do, reduce weeds - probably made the effects 
of the inversion worse as the weeds produce oxygen that might have helped the fish but they had been 
reduced. 

The "kill" was substantial, both small and large fish died. The look was unpleasant, the smell worse and 
the appearance of buzzards almost scary. 

Solitude was on site at 8:30 on Monday morning and did a credible job of clearing the pond of dead fish. 






























